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DISHDRAWER

LOCKING NUT

The foot locking nut has now been changed to an M8 Hex Nut.  This replaces the square
pressed nut which was difficult to reach with a spanner and was winding itself in during
transit causing the foot to be overtightened.  This will also make it easier to adjust when
installing the product.

LID SEAL CHANGE

As from Serial Number AID525941 there will be a change in the lid seal and the tub.
This change will affect the interchangeability of the new lid system with the present tub.

The new system improves the sealing effectiveness of the silicon gasket presently being
used by using an overlapping gasket as opposed to the joint being left relatively
exposed.

Figures 1, 2.

The following differences in the lid should be noted:
The T joint has been replaced with a straight connector, part number 525873.
The new gasket is slightly longer and has a blind end, part number 525 878.
The small rubber deflector has been eliminated.
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TUB ALTERATIONS

Figures 3, 4.

The new tub can be identified from the present tub by the difference in the number of
holes in the rear flange.

INTERCHANGEABILITY

At present any Dishdrawer that requires a replacement tub can use the new tub.

The new lid is also interchangeable with machines produced from Serial Number
LLD526552 provided a lip on the tub is cut off during servicing.

Figures 5, 6.

The new lid and tub have been introduced from Serial Number AID525941.

When replacing a lid on any product prior to Serial Number AID525941, a new gasket
and straight connector will also be required.

BOTTOM DRAWER RUBBING ON CHASSIS

We have found that if a DishDrawer is being trucked on a hand cart when not in its
carton, it is possible to put a bend in the base pan.  This could cause the wiring cover on
the bottom drawer of the product to rub on the chassis.  If this is encountered, bend the
base back down again by hand so it will clear the wiring cover.

ADDED CLIP TO DISHDRAWER RACK

An extra clip has been added to the Mega Rack in the DishDrawer.  This is to prevent it
from falling down and jamming the spray arm during the wash if the main clip is not
fitted into place correctly.  The extra clip is located on the centre rail of the base rack.
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FILTER PLATE LOCKNUT

There has been a change introduced to the locknut and filter plate and the two types of
locknut are not interchangeable.

From serial number AID525892 use part number 525883 locknut.
Prior to serial number AID525892 use part number 525308 locknut

If ordering a filter plate assy, part number 525807, then this will fit any machine.

CD ROM 599031

The service manual in CD ROM is now available under part number 599031.  It is
available to all Authorised Service Centres at a nominal cost of $15.00.

DIAGNOSTICS 599034

For extra copies of the diagnostics pages for the Test Procedures book, please order
them under part number 599034.

918TD / 818S DISHWASHERS

918TD / 818S LOW WATER PRESSURE

We have received some complaints of poor wash performance in the field and on
investigation have found that the trouble was due to the water pressure being too low.
The symptoms that may arise due to low water pressure problems are:

* Poor wash performance
* No heating during cycle
* Noisy wash (machine is till ventilating due to an under fill)
* The soap dispenser had not opened
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All, or some, of these symptoms could have happened due to low water pressure.   The
machine has a maximum fill time of 2 minutes.  (This is to prevent the machine over-
filling on high water pressure).   After that time, if the machine has not filled to the
correct level, it will turn the inlet valve off and continue washing with the water already
in the tub.  When this happens, as a safety measure the electronics turn the element off.
(This is in case there is very little water in the tub).

To check the water pressure without using a pressure gauge, fill the machine, then drain
the water into a bucket with litres marked on it.   There should be 4.5 – 5.5 litres in the
bucket.  If there is less, the water pressure is too low.  If the machine is a 918TD, check
the hot water pressure as well as the cold just in case it is only one of the water supplies
that is the problem.

As a suggestion, to help the water flow it is possible to fit a 12mm diameter inlet hose.
These are available as a laundry hose under part number 426123.

918TD / 818S SOFTWARE CHANGE

As from serial number AID335132 there have been a number of software changes to be
aware of.  These include:

* The pre-set over temperature value has changed from 90oC to 84oC.
* The F5 fault is now removed.
* A shorted sensor now reads 0oC instead of 35oC.
* An open circuit sensor now reads 96oC instead of 78oC.
* The minimum fill time is now 60 seconds instead of 50 seconds for all cycles

except Normal and Eco.  This should reduce the noise and reduce the amount of
water topping up later in the cycle.

The software that has these changes is now Version two.  To identify which version
software a particular machine has:

Press the HEAVY WASH button when in Diagnostics Mode.
The display will show the version number and the normal LED will be on.
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